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2nd Floor   Complete bathroom

Bathroom Foster   Bathroom ceramics

Cape Cod   Complete bathroom

Darling New   Complete bathroom

DuraSquare   Complete bathroom

Durastyle   Complete bathroom

Happy D-2   Complete bathroom

L - Cube   Bathroom furniture

Luv   Complete bathroom

Me by Starck   Complete bathroom

P3 Comforts   Complete bathroom

Shower + Bath   Shower & bathtub combination

Starck 1   Complete bathroom

Starck 2   Complete bathroom

Starck 3   Complete bathroom

Vero Air   Complete bathroom
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About

Founded in 1817 in the heart of Germany’s Black Forest, 
Duravit is a leading supplier of sanitary ceramics, 
bathroom furniture, whirlpool tubs, accessories, and 
wellness ideas. 

Duravit operates in 60 countries worldwide and has been 
honored with numerous national and international awards 
for its innovations in design & technology. The company’s 
collaborations with renowned designers such as Philippe 
Starck, Phoenix Design, EOOS, Norman Foster and Sieger 
Design yield forward-thinking, environmentally conscious 
and award-winning products that bring the your bathroom 
to life.

1817–2017   
200 YEARS OF DURAVIT

Your Future Bathroom 
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Design by Sieger Design

With 2nd floor, Sieger design and Duravit pay tribute to high-quality 
design collection and comfortable furniture range, 2nd floor uses 
simple means to design an elegant, inviting room.
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Perfect wash bowls.
When combined with wood,

glass, mosaic or natural
stone, and with Duravit

consoles or vanity units, the
washing areas are at home

in any ambience.

Design by Norman Foster

Norman Foster has created a style-forward bathroom range 
befitting of his design credentials. The sanitaryware is modelled on 
the archetype of two cupped hands scooping fresh water, and is 
characterised by a sweeping oval silhouette and delicate rims. Lord 
Foster describes the collection as, “Architecture in miniature.”
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Design by Philippe Starck

Cape Cod eliminates all barriers between the in and outdoors, 
making nature a permanent component of the bathroom, with 
organic forms and authentic materials. With Cape Cod,  Starck 
reinvented the bathroom as a place of rejuvenation for the mind, body 
and soul.
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Design by Sieger Design

Darling New is a modern bathroom range for individualists. The harmonious form, 
filigree edges and a practical design language combine to produce a timelessly 
chic bathroom with limitless possibilities. With its large selection of attractive 
wood decors, plain surfaces and individual washbasin solutions , Darling New is 
the perfect answer for all bathrooms.
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Design by Duravit 

Architectonic, rectangular design of striking 
precision.

The DuraSquare ceramics effortlessly bring 
together apparent contradictions whilst also 
looking incredibly good. Clarity, precision and 
minimalism run through the entire programme, 
which is not only modern and timeless but also 
sustainable and durable.
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The fine signature of Italian design - High 
functionality and the familiar of Duravit 
quality. Simply an ambiance which 
reflects itself, gives your personality air to 
breathe and space to do your own thing.

Design by Matteo Thun &  Antonio Rodriguez
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Design by Sieger Design

Feminine chic and pure sensuality.

The Happy D.2 furniture’s interior is 
as intelligent as its exterior is elegant.  
Gently rounded edges and clear, 
geometric forms create a gracefully 
composed.  Happy D.2 is a complete 
bathroom that has won multiple 
awards. 
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Tranquility.  Clarity. 
Space for contemplation. 

Werner describes the vision that 
gave rise to L-Cube – a bathroom 
furniture program that eliminates 
all unnecessary elements. With 
fewer “distractions”, the bathroom 
user is inspired to truly relax and 
unwind.

Design by Christian Werner
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Design by Cecilie Manz

Luv series combines Nordic minimalism with timeless elegance. 
Gentle forms follow a stringent geometry. The designer’s original 
vision for this range was a bowl filled with water. Luv interpreted 
the design language in a highly individual manner.
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As unique as you are.  

Elegant, modest, earthy or adventurous.  
Discover inspiring ideas and products for 
you own bathing experience. 

Reduction, functionality and clarity: A 
timeless design concept responds to 
an overcrowded world. The desire of 
neatness reflects a puristic lifestyle, 
which is perfectly interpreted with 
ME by Starck.

Design by Philippe Starck
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Genuine elegance is timeless and arises from high demands. A combination of 
selected materials and subtle luxury. Extravagant – but not extroverted.  Just 
like ME by Starck that also blends perfectly into opulent ambiences.
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Design by Phoenix Design

Duravit and Phoenix Design concentrate on the definition of comfort. P3 Comforts 
offers products with many comfortable features: the separation of wet and dry 
areas, generous surface areas for bathroom essentials and elegant design.
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Design by Eoos

Shower + Bath unites modern bathroom design and optimum 
use of space in one product. As a shower, high-quality bathtub, 
seat and shelf, the new shower and bathtub combination unites 
several functions in one.
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With Starck 1, Philippe Starck 
and Duravit have returned to the 
beginnings of hygiene, body care 
and wellness in addition to the 
evolution of the bathroom.

Philippe Starck created a complete
bathroom featuring pioneering
craftsmanship that appears as 
fresh and new today as it was then.

Design by Philippe Starck
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Design by Philippe Starck

A true Starck, but less elaborate: this was the inspiration behind the 
second Duravit – Philippe Starck collaboration.  Modelled on nature, 
based on the principle of reduction.  In a bathroom series in which the 
designer was clearly inspired by the movement of the element water.
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Design by Philippe Starck

The Starck 3 range of ceramics, Duravit has 
revolutionized the sanitary world. Starck 3 
brings design to a segment where it was once 
an untouched concept with a vast array of 
products that meet all needs and tastes. And 
– the range provides better value for money 
than ever before.
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Design by Duravit 

With its consistent rectangular formal language, the Vero bathroom series 
is regarded as a milestone in architectural bathroom design. Now Duravit is
presenting an evolution – developed and manufactured using the latest 
technologies.   Vero Air is a bathroom series that combines the unmistakable 
character of the original with a new level of precision and perfect proportions.

—
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Shop A, G/F

369 Lockhart Road

Wanchai

Hong Kong

t/ +852 2834 1661 

e/ shop@ebon.com.hk
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